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Aggies use virtual-reality programs for research
they had purchased 16 acres of virtual property from
“Second Life” for more than $1,500. They were able to
do so through a federal grant from the Office of Special
Several researchers at USU are collaborating with Intel Education Programs. ScienceSim will allow them to test
the feasibility of their project for free before purchasing
Labs to conduct their research in a 3-D virtual environserver space of their own. Also, according to the Fashion
ment.
Research Institute, Inc., it is a more professional and conBiology doctoral student Arron Duffy is using
trollable working environment than “Second Life”, which
ScienceSim, a “virtual land-grant” program offered by
was a concern for Mason and Blair.
Intel, to model how population genetics are affected by
Similar to “Second Life”, OpenSim creates a 3-D comthe unique life cycles of fern plants.
puter-generated
world that can be explored by a user’s
Intel hosts hundreds of virtual acres of land on its
avatar, controlled remotely from
powerful servers through a Web
any computer. The ScienceSim landapplication called OpenSim, which is
grant program offers 18 plots of
an open-source version of the popu“We found that we
virtual land that are given to educalar social media video game “Second
could give student
tors, scientists and researchers to
Life.”
use for six months at a time for no
teachers
experiences
Lee Mason, coordinator for the
cost. Participants include Louisiana
Office of Special Education Programs
they would not have
State University, Arizona State
and a Ph.D. student in curriculum
otherwise received
University Law School and commerand instruction, is working with
in
distance
locacial researchers, such as Adobe.
Peter Blair, Ph.D. student in instrucDuffy came across OpenSim
tions,
like
Blanding
tional technology and learning sciwhile
he
was searching for a proences, to develop a program to train
or Tooele.”
gram that he could use to mathspecial education student-teachers at
ematically model the reproduction
distance education sites throughout
of fern plants to learn more about
–
Lee
Mason,
coordinator
the state.
genetics. He found that
Mason and Blair plan to use
for the Office of Special population
by using OpenSim, he could create
OpenSim as a way to role-play comEducation Programs virtual ferns that would simulate
mon, but sometimes difficult, situathe growth and reproduction pattions that special-education teachers
terns of real ferns. The simulation
encounter.
“We found that we could give student-teachers experi- is a simplified model of what may happen in a real forest. Using this simulation, environmental parameters
ence that they would not have otherwise received in distance learning sites, like Blanding or Toole,” Mason said. – such as altitude, humidity, wind and quality of soil
– can be controlled. The genetic makeup of the fern can
The OpenSim technology will be used to simulate
also be predetermined and changes in those genes can
meetings that teachers would have with parents and
be observed over many generations. The genes that are
other educational professionals to coordinate their
programmed into the ferns determine how they react to
efforts in individual special-education students, Blair
conditions in the environment.
said. Mason and Blair initially used “Second Life” to
The speed of research can also be accelerated. In
remotely train tutors for the Bridgerland Literacy proDuffy’s
virtual world, a day passes by in five minutes,
gram. They are now in the pilot stage of their special
education application for the technology.
- See VIRTUAL, page 4
Before they were introduced to ScienceSim by Duffy,
By JESSE FOWERS
staff writer

AARON DUFFY, USU doctoral student, uses ScienceSim to model how population genetics are affected by the life cycles of fern plants. Virtual reality programs are
being utilized by some university members for research. JESSE WALKER photo

Museum explores City of Atlantis and the Khmer empire
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Atlantis and the Khmer empire are two of
many civilizations considered to be lost by
archaeologists, said Katie Anderson, graduate of the USU Museum Certificate Program.
The Anthropology Museum’s Saturdays at the
Museum public event featured these two ancient
groups from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., yielding participants ranging from college students to elementary students.
Presentations on the civilizations were available as well as activities for a younger crowd that
challenged them to think like archaeologists.
For one activity, Anderson and Megan Izatt,
senior history major, pulled random objects
out of a bag and asked the children participants
to pretend they found the objects in someone’s
trash can.
They then told the children to think about
what the object might reveal about the previous owner. Other activities were organized to
teach the process archaeologists execute to learn
about ancient civilizations through artifacts,
Anderson said. The children were rewarded for
their efforts with an archaeologist hat resembling the one worn by Indiana Jones.
Anderson spoke with many groups who
traveled through the museum’s exhibits about
what causes a city to become lost. The Khmer
empire was located in Cambodia and first unified in A.D. 800, Anderson said. Over time, as
the climate began to change, the weather was no
longer predictable and the water system could
not be retained for the rice fields. This is why
the empire collapsed in A.D. 1300. It was no longer possible to support a large city, so the people
created smaller villages to live in.
“In 1860, French naturalist Alexandre-Henri
Mouhot visited the ruins of Angkor, which
means city in Sanskrit, and publications of his
drawings and journals helped with the discovery
of the empire,” Anderson said.

Inside This Issue

Khmer’s civilization brought Hinduism
to their culture and the Indian language of
Sanskrit for religious and political purposes,
Anderson said. Khmer borrowed much of their
culture from India, but never incorporated the
caste system, she said. She presented many short
graphic clips, containing what archaeologists
believe the ancient empire once looked like.
Izatt elaborated on the lost city of Atlantis,
the most famous of the lost cities, and its history
as a second piece to the presentation. She said a
primary source of proof that Atlantis once existed is found in Plato’s writings. Plato believed an
earthquake destroyed the city. She said Plato’s
writings teach that Poseidon fell in love with a
human woman and took her to Atlantis, where
she conceived five sets of twins. They named
their firstborn son Atlas, which researchers
believe is the reason for the name of the city and
the Atlantic Ocean, Izatt said. She said though
there are theories, no concrete evidence has
been shown to prove Atlantis existed.
Archaeologists believe there are a few locations where Atlantis could have existed, Izatt
said. These locations are somewhere near the
Canary Islands, off the coast of Portugal or
near the Azores Islands. Izaat said the coast of
Portugal is a possible location, because of the
tectonic plate movements in that area. This theory is plausible if Atlantis was indeed destroyed
by an earthquake, she said.
“The story of Atlantis is important in today’s
activities because a lot of anthropological methods are being used to make sense of what happened to the city,” Izatt said.
The city is thought to have existed 9,000
HEATHER BOTTS WATCHES DAUGHTER LIESEL, 3 years old, play a musical instrument at
years before Plato’s writings. Many people have the Museum of Anthropology Saturday. The museum hosts educational programs every Saturday for community members. JESSE WALKER photo
searched for Atlantis, combing the Atlantic
Ocean’s floor, but have all found no evidence.
Sometimes I take time for a break when I’m
those who explore the museum to sign a guest
Anyone who wants updates on museum
studying.”
book and take a survey. By showing IMLS the
exhibits and activities can request to be added
The
Institute
for
Museum
and
Library
substantial attendance the museum garners,
to the e-mail list, such as Ryan Berry, senior
Studies (IMLS) funds Saturdays at the Museum, it allows the museum apply for more grants to
majoring in biochemistry and Spanish.
said Museum of Anthropology employee Liz
fund it, Gabbitas said.
Berry said, “I haven’t been to the museum
Gabbitas. She said she and other employees ask
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
in a while, but this week looked interesting.
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Controversy strikes
Sundance Film Festival
over film “8: The
Mormon Proposition.”
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Morrill
reaches
coaching
milestone of
500 wins.
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ClarifyCorrect

Wal-Mart cuts 11,200 Sam’s Club staffers

The policy of The Utah Statesman
NEW YORK (AP) — Wal-Mart Stores Inc. will
is to correct any error made as soon
cut
about 11,200 jobs at Sam’s Club warehouses as
as possible. If you find something
it
turns
over the task of in-store product demonstrayou would like clarified or find
unfair, please contact the editor at tions to an outside marketing company.
The move is an effort to improve sales at Sam’s
797-1762 or TSC 105.

“It’s not a cost cutting measure, its really an
investment in enhancing our demo program,” he
said. Cornell added that Shopper Events plans to hire
“roughly the same number of people” cut, and said
Sam’s Club workers are invited to apply for those
positions.
Cornell said Sam’s Club decided to eliminate its
membership recruiting unit because “we have found
that we can more effectively drive membership
through targeted member acquisition events and by
increasing our partner membership programs.”
“I feel betrayed,” said Sally Grueling, 56, who had
worked at Sam’s Club for nine years, most recently in
Hilliard, Ohio as a new business membership rep.
In a memo to employees, Cornell said eligible
workers will receive severance pay and benefits, and
that the company will help them find opportunities
at other Sam’s Clubs and in Walmart stores, in addition to Shopper Events positions.
The cuts come as many Americans had hoped job
losses would be slowing as the economy slowly recovers. However, analysts said Sunday that while this
marks Wal-Mart Stores’ largest job cut, they expect
many employees to be picked up by Shopper Events,
so the net effect on the economy probably won’t be
that bad.
“I would argue that from an economic standpoint
it’s somewhat nominal,” said David Strasser, a retail
analyst with Janney Montgomery Scott. “It looks a
lot worse than it really is from a layoff standpoint.
My read is the majority of employees are going to be
picked up by Shopper Events.”
Strasser said he did not expect the move to materially affect Wal-Mart Stores’ fourth-quarter earnings
results. Wal-Mart reports results for the quarter and
full year in February.
“It really should be neutral to the economy,”
Johnson agreed.
The number of jobs created via Shopper Events
may not be one-to-one, he said, “but should be fairly
close.”

Club, which has underperformed the company’s
namesake stores in the U.S. and abroad.
The cuts represent about 10 percent of the warehouse club operator’s 110,000 staffers across its
600 stores. That includes 10,000 workers, mostly
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jean
part-timers, who offer food samples and showcase
Simmons, the lovely, ethereal
products to customers. The company also eliminated
film star who played Ophelia to
1,200 workers who recruit new members.
Laurence Olivier’s Hamlet, sang
Employees were told the news at mandatory meetwith Marlon
ings on Sunday morning.
Brando in “Guys
“In the club channel, demo sampling events are
IN THIS JUNE 4 FILE PHOTO, associates ready
and Dolls” and
a very important part of the experience,” said Sam’s
samples in front of a case of Angus beef at a Sam’s Club
co-starred with
Club CEO Brian Cornell in a phone interview with
in Bentonville, Ark. Wal-Mart Stores Inc. on Sunday, Jan.
Gregory Peck,
The Associated Press. “Shopper Events specializes in
24, said it is cutting more than 10,000 jobs. AP photo
Paul Newman
this area and they can take our sampling program to
and Kirk
the next level.”
But during Wal-Mart Stores’ most recent quarter,
Douglas, has
Shopper
Events,
based
in
Rogers,
Ark.,
currently
revenue at the Sam’s Club division slipped nearly 1
JEAN SIMMONS
died. She 80.
works with Wal-Mart’s namesake stores on in-store
percent to $11.55 billion while U.S. Walmart stores
Simmons, who won an Emmy demonstrations. Sam’s Club is looking to the compaposted a 1.2 percent sales increase to $61.81 billion.
Award for her role in the 1980s
ny to improve sampling in areas such as electronics,
Earlier this month, Wal-Mart Stores closed 10
miniseries “The Thorn Birds,”
personal wellness products and food items to entice
underperforming Sam’s Club locations, resulting in
died Friday at her home in Santa shoppers to spend more.
the loss of about 1,500 jobs.
Monica, her agent Judy Page told
Sam’s Club has performed weaker than Wal-Mart
“Sam’s has been the relative laggard, and it has
the Los Angeles Times.
Stores Inc.’s namesake stores in the U.S. and abroad.
lagged relative to its direct competitors, Costco
Simmons had lung cancer.
Cornell has been working to improve results since
and the smaller BJ’s (Wholesale Club),” said Craig
Already a stunning beauty
taking the helm in early 2009, introducing new store
Johnson, president of retail consultancy Customer
at 14, Simmons made her movie
formats, price cuts and offering more variety and
Growth Partners.
debut in the 1944 British produc- more brands of items from take-home meals to baked
The move to outsource its food sampling efforts is
tion “Give Us the Moon.”
goods.
a way for the company to tout its fresh food offerings
As consumers eat out less in the shaky economy,
in a cost-effective manner, Johnson said.
Sam’s Club has tried to steal customers from gro“’Fresh’ is where the real competitive battles are
cery chains and rival warehouse stores like Costco
being fought in the club sector,” he said.
Wholesale Corp. by offering more everyday goods
Shopper Events will launch a new demo program
NJ corruption trial to start like food and health and beauty items and paring its called “Tastes and Tips” with new carts, signs, uniassortment of general merchandise like furniture and forms and a trained team, said Cornell. He said the
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — The
clothes.
move was not made to save money.
most eagerly awaited video release
in New Jersey won’t be showing in
theaters, but will screen exclusively
at a Newark federal courthouse,
starting this week.
With the first trial in New
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — From nearly the difficult now.”
there are serious considerations here,
attorney Michael Helfand said Collins’
Jersey’s largest ever corruption
moment the lead investigator stepped
The now-retired Collins testified
we have a death investigation, and at
apparent blunders don’t necessarily
probe set to begin, the public final- into the suburban Chicago area
Thursday and Friday at a pretrial hear- this point there will be no profession
point to incompetence. They may have
ly will get to see Solomon Dwek in home where former policeman Drew
ing meant to determine what, if any,
courtesies,’” Brzeczek said. “You just
more to do with an entrenched police
action: a government cooperator
Peterson’s third wife was found dead in “hearsay” evidence prosecutors can use cannot do those kind of things.”
culture in which cops, almost by reflex,
who secretly recorded hours of
a dry bathtub, he treated her death as a during Peterson’s murder trial.
The spokesman for the Illinois State trust and protect each other.
meetings at restaurants, diners and tragic accident.
Both prosecutors and defense attor- Police office where Collins worked
“Within the profession, it takes a
parking lots over two years, showIllinois State Police Sgt. Patrick
neys hit Collins with tough questions,
didn’t immediately return a message
lot for a cop to go after another cop,”
ing religious leaders, politicians
Collins collected no forensics evidence
with prosecutors trying to show he
for comment Saturday. Attempts to
Helfand said. “I don’t think it’s corrupand municipal employees in varifrom the scene — not fingerprints,
could have gathered evidence pointing
reach Collins at listed phone numbers
tion.”
ous states of alleged wrongdoing.
unfinished drinks or clothes. Most
to Peterson’s involvement in Savio’s
weren’t successful.
If one of Peterson’s other wives had
disturbingly, say experts, Collins let
death. The defense, which has long
Savio’s death was the first homicide under died mysterious circumstances
Peterson sit in on what may have been
claimed Savio’s death was an accident,
investigation for Collins, a more than
before Savio, it’s likely Collins and
a vital interview.
argued that even if someone had killed 20-year police veteran who previously
other officers would have taken the
Six years later, as prosecutors
her, the investigation was so shoddy it
had taken part mostly in narcotics and possibility of murder more seriously,
David Letterman, Jan. 22, 2010
would be impossible to determine who gaming industry crimes. But Chicago
Helfand said.
Top 10 Things to be Happy About and defense attorneys prepare for
Peterson’s trial on charges of murderthat was.
10.Still no Larry King sex tapes. ing Kathleen Savio, one thing has
Peterson has pleaded not guilty in
9.America has a rich surplus of become clear: Police blew the initial
Savio’s 2004 death. Officials exhumed
Kardashians.
investigation, undermining prosecuher body and ruled her death a homi8.The Taco Bell drive-thru diet. tors’ ability to prove their case.
cide only after Peterson’s fourth wife,
7.More aggressive friskings at
“The incompetency that comes
Stacy Peterson, disappeared in 2007.
our nation’s airports.
out is somewhat unbelievable,” said
He hasn’t been charged in her disap6.Jets coach Rex Ryan is sort
Richard Brzeczek, a former Chicago
pearance, but authorities say he’s the
of like the funny fat guy on
police superintendent who now works
only suspect.
“Cheers.”
in private criminal defense. “It seems
Brzeczek says one of the glaring
5.Go to YouTube, type “kitties” that, pretty fundamentally, what
examples of Collins’ poor judgment
and thank me later.
should have been done was not done.”
was permitting Peterson to attend
4.Only three more entries on
Among the litany of mistakes:
an interview of his fourth wife, Stacy
this list.
Collins said he never asked anyone
Peterson, in which she was asked about
3.Renee Zellweger is proving
whether Savio’s body had been touched her husband’s whereabouts the day
that you can be fun and flirty
or moved, he never tried to account for Savio died. Peterson and Savio had
at 40.
her body being bent forward, and he
divorced and Peterson married Stacy
2.Snooki and “The Situation”
never interviewed her relatives. And
Peterson before Savio died.
got busy in the hot tub, while
when he left the house, he didn’t seal
Collins testified that Peterson
Vinnie D and Ronnie went tan- it, meaning someone could walk in and not only sat in on the interview, he
ning and didn’t tell J-Woww.
take, move or even clean something.
answered a question put to his wife
1.For once, things are finally
“They could have had the evidence
about what they ate for breakfast that
IN THIS MAY 8 FILE PHOTO, former Bolingbrook, Ill. police Sgt. Drew
starting to go Jay Leno’s way.
Peterson arrives at the Will County Courthouse in Joliet, Ill., for his arraignment on
with a proper investigation,” Brzeczek
day.
said. “A prosecution’s extremely more
“Collins should have said, ‘I’m sorry charges of first-degree murder in the 2004 death of his former wife. AP photo
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Experts: Police botched 1st Peterson investigation
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Experiencing the USU snowball effect
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Artist to draw at
exhibit opening
The Nora Eccles Harrison
Museum of Art at USU presents
a new exhibit displaying the artwork of Bobby Ross. The exhibit
opens Tuesday, Feb. 2, with a
reception from 5-7 p.m. in the
museum’s Study Center Gallery.
Scheduled from Feb. 2 to
July 31, more than 100 Bobby
Ross drawings are featured in
the exhibit, including drawings
that have never been seen. Using
only a graphite pencil to execute
his drawings, Ross combines a
mixture of images from politics,
advertising, cartoons and technology.
As part of the event, Ross will
create new drawings during the
course of the exhibition.

STUDENTS THROW AND DODGE SNOWBALLS during a student-organized snowball fight Saturday on the Quad. The fight was originally planned
for the Saturday previous, but due to a lack of good packing snow, was pushed back a week. The event was advertised as Logan’s biggest snow war and a way to
relieve stress after the first two weeks of the semester. ANI MIRZAKHANVAN photo

150,000 Haiti quake victims buried, gov’t says
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) – The truckers
filling Haiti’s mass graves with bodies reported
ever higher numbers: More than 150,000 quake
victims have been buried by the government, an
official said Sunday.
That doesn’t count those still under the debris,
carried off by relatives or killed in the outlying
quake zone.
“Nobody knows how many bodies are buried in the rubble – 200,000? 300,000? Who
knows the overall death toll?” said the official,
Communications Minister Marie-Laurence Jocelyn
Lassegue.
Dealing with the living, meanwhile, a global
army of aid workers was getting more food into
people’s hands, but acknowledged falling short.
“We wish we could do more, quicker,” said U.N.
World Food Program chief Josette Sheeran, visiting
Port-au-Prince.
In the Cite Soleil slum, U.S. soldiers and
Brazilian U.N. peacekeeping troops distributed
food. Lunie Marcelin, 57, said the handouts will
help her and six grown children “but it is not
enough. We need more.”
Yet another aftershock, one of more than 50
since the great quake Jan. 12, shook Port-au-Prince
on Sunday, registering 4.7 magnitude, the U.S.
Geological Survey said. There were no immediate
reports of further damage.
The Haitian government was urging many of
the estimated 600,000 homeless huddled in open
areas of Port-au-Prince, a city of 2 million, to look
for better shelter with relatives or others in the
countryside. Some 200,000 were believed already
to have done so, most taking advantage of free
government transportation, and others formed a
steady stream out of the city on Sunday.
International experts searched for sites to
erect tent cities for quake refugees on the capital’s

outskirts, but such short-term solutions were still
weeks away, said the International Organization for
Migration, an intergovernmental agency.
“We also need tents. There is a shortage of
tents,” said Vincent Houver, the Geneva-based
agency’s chief of mission in Haiti. Their Port-auPrince warehouse has 10,000 family-size tents, but
some 100,000 are needed, he said. The organization has appealed for $30 million for that and other
needs, and has received two-thirds of that so far.
In the aftermath of the 7.0-magnitude earthquake, the casualty estimates have been necessarily
tentative. Lassegue told The Associated Press the
government’s figure of 150,000 buried, from the
capital area alone, was reported by CNE, a state
company collecting corpses and burying them
north of Port-au-Prince.
That number would tend to confirm an overall
estimate of 200,000 dead reported last week by the
European Commission, citing Haitian government
sources. The United Nations, meanwhile, was sticking Sunday with an earlier confirmed death toll of
at least 111,481, based on recovered bodies.
The final casualty estimates, which the
European Commission said also include some
250,000 injured, will clearly place the Haiti
earthquake among the deadliest natural catastrophes of recent times. That list includes: the
1970 Bangladesh cyclone, believed to have killed
300,000 people; the 1974 northeast China earthquake, which killed at least 242,000 people; and
the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, with 226,000
dead.
One who wouldn’t die in Port-au-Prince was
Wismond Exantus, who was extricated from the
rubble Saturday. He spoke with the AP from his
cot in a French field hospital on Sunday, saying the
first thing he wanted to do was find a church to
give thanks.

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Jan. 16
• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police
Department with a citizen dispute. Upon arrival,
officers made contact with numerous individuals from the surrounding house parties. Officers
were unable to locate a citizen dispute in the
area.
• USU Police responded to a 911 call in the
Mountain View Towers, third floor, at the courtesy phone. Contact was made with a student
that was attempting to make an international
call that starts with 911. He apparently wasn’t
fast enough getting the fourth number in and
dialed the police office by accident.

• USU Police assisted North Park Police with a
possible dispute. Police located an individual
who was having some family problems. Police
spoke with the individual and advised her of
some groups that could help her.
Tuesday, Jan. 19
• USU Police located some unsecured doors at
the Merrill-Cazier Library. The front entrance
doors malfunctioned and did not lock automatically like they should. The assistant dean
was called in to reset the system and secure the
doors.
Wednesday, Jan. 20

• USU Police warned three adult individuals
at the USU basketball game about drinking
alcohol at sporting events. All three individuals
were informed that if they get caught drinking
alcohol on campus again, they will be criminally
charged.

• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police with
a vehicle that drove off the road. Upon arrival,
officers located a van and two individuals in the
roadway. After an investigation, officers determined alcohol was involved and both individuals
were arrested by Logan City Police.

• USU Police responded to Widtsoe Hall for a
water problem. Water was leaking from one
room and going down through the ceiling into
the room below. The leak was stopped and
Facilities was contacted to clean up the mess.

• USU Police observed an intoxicated individual
passed out in Jones Hall. Police arrested the
individual for intoxication and an outstanding
warrant.

Sunday, Jan. 17
• USU Police responded to assist Logan City
Police with a reported robbery in progress. After
investigating the incident, Logan City Police
determined that the reported robbery was a
hoax. Logan City Police are investigating.

Thursday Jan. 21
• Police responded to Oak Ridge Apartments to
assist Logan City Police with a burglary in progress. The suspect fled the scene before officers
could arrive.

He spent the 11 days buried in the ruins of a
hotel grocery store praying, reciting psalms and
sleeping, he said. “I wasn’t afraid because I knew
they were searching and would come for me,” he
said.
With such rescues now increasingly unlikely,
Haiti’s government has declared an end to search
operations for the living, shifting the focus more
than ever to caring for the thousands surviving in
squalid, makeshift camps.
The World Food Program had delivered about
2 million meals to the needy on Friday, up from
1.2 million on Thursday, Sheeran said. But she
acknowledged that much more was needed.
“This is the most complex operation WFP has
ever launched,” she said. “Food distribution is
very difficult,” said Dr. Henry Ariel of the Haitian
Health Ministry. “The food doesn’t reach up to now
everyone.”
The scene Sunday at Cite Soleil, the capital’s
largest and most notorious slum, showed the need.
Thousands of men, women and children lined
up and waited peacefully for their turn as the
American and Brazilian troops handed out aid
– the Americans gave ready-to-eat meals, highenergy biscuits and bottled water, the Brazilians
passed out small bags holding uncooked beans,
salt, sugar and sardines, as well as water.
The need for medical care, especially surgery,
postoperative care and drugs, still overwhelmed
the help available, aid agencies reported. In the
isolated southern port city of Jacmel alone, about
100 patients needed surgery as of Friday, the U.N.
reported. Medical personnel were there, but not
the necessary surgery supplies.
The world’s nations have pledged some $1 billion in emergency aid to Haiti. Organizers of Friday
night’s “Hope for Haiti Now” international telethon
reported the event currently raised $57 million.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
• Police responded to 1250 N. 800 East on a
report of a vehicle hitting a stop sign. No one
was injured during the accident. Police investigated the accident.
• Police responded to a traffic accident in which
the vehicle slid into the curb, causing damage
to the vehicle. There were only minor injuries to
report. Police investigated the accident.
• USU Police arrested one male individual
on a failure-to-appear warrant out of Logan
Municipal Justice Court. The individual was
transported to the Cache County Jail to be processed on the warrant.
Friday, Jan. 22
• USU Police received a report of a vehicle that
was obstructing the traffic of large trucks in the
Student Living Center west parking lot. Police
found a red Toyota that was parked clearly in
the lane of travel and was limiting the access of
heavy equipment. The vehicle was cited in violation.
• USU Police had an individual come to the
Public Safety building for a fix-it ticket. Police
signed the fix-it ticket and then took the individual to the Cache County Jail for an outstanding
warrant.
• USU Police received a report of a vehicle theft
in the Gray 2 parking lot. Police are investigating.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Utah gov. responds
to the Haiti crisis
SALT LAKE CITY – Utah Gov.
Gary R. Herbert has offered the
State’s assistance, if necessary,
with the relief effort in Haiti.
Several state agencies and other
organizations are coordinating
plans to support any potential
request at the direction of Herbert.
Utahns have responded to the
Haiti relief effort as they do in any
crisis – ready and willing to help.
“I’m truly grateful to the citizens of Utah for their tremendous
service and generosity to the Haiti
relief effort,” Herbert said. “Utah
is ready and prepared to help if the
call comes.”
State officials are regularly
communicating with their federal
and international partners to
ensure proper coordination should
Utah be asked to assist in any way.
The state has no indication that
any children from Haiti are coming to Utah at this time. The state
is simply in the discussion stage
on this issue. Should the situation change, and it is confirmed
Haitian children will be coming to
Utah for support and assistance,
the information will be disseminated as soon as possible.
For more information on how
to help the Haiti relief effort,
please visit the White House Web
site:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/
haitiearthquake.

Non-traditional
students celebrated
Non-traditional Student Week
runs Jan. 25 to Jan. 29. According
to the Reentry Student Center’s
Web site, a non-traditional is 23
years of age or older for undergraduates, 30 years of age or older
for graduates at time of entering
school, working full or part time,
married, partnered, divorced,
widowed, single, attending school
full or part time, returning after
a period of time in the work force
or in the home, caring for elderly
parents or other students who feel
they do not fit the typical 18-22year-old student profile.
The events this week include
doughnuts at the Taggart Student
Center plaza from 9-11 a.m. and
the opportunity to sign up for
the Reentry Student Association
Monday. On Tuesday, the
Cinefour on 2297 N. Main Street
is showing movies for $2 for students. Those interested in the
movie night must e-mail reentry@
usu.edu Jan. 25. Massages for nontraditional students will be given
in the TSC, Room 315, Wednesday
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Kiersten
Wilson will facilitate a workshop
from 1-2 p.m. Thursday in the
TSC West Colony, Room 219. The
week’s celebrations end with a
USU gymnastic meet Friday.
More information on the
Reentry Student Center can be
found in the TSC, Room 315, by
calling 797-1728 or e-mailing reentry@usu.edu.
– sari.e.montrone@aggiemail.usu.
edu

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Virtual: 3-D worlds create opportunities
-continued from page 1
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AARON DUFFY’S AVATAR, above, allows him to conduct his research in a virtual world. photo
courtesy of USU MEDIA RELATIONS

allowing him to observe years of genetic evolution in a matter of days.
Duffy’s work was recently featured in the
opening address of SuperComputing 2009, an
annual high-performance computing conference attended by nearly 11,000 people. Intel’s
chief technology officer decided to use Duffy’s
research as an example of the challenges facing
the future of the Internet. Duffy demonstrated
his research sitting at his desk in Logan, while
his avatar in ScienceSim was projected on a huge
screen in front of the audience in Portland, Ore.
ScienceSim allows for many experts to contribute to projects.
“We have a really diverse group working in
ScienceSim, which has made for some unexpected collaborations,” Duffy said. “I mean, I’m
a biology student at USU, yet I’m working with
computer scientists and software developers in
Portland to scale up my simulation, a fashion
designer in New York to make my ferns look
like real ferns, a GIS analyst in Berkeley to make
more realistic ground terrain (and) educational

technology specialists in Utah, New York and
North Carolina to develop effective course work
that uses my simulation.”
ScienceSim also helps organizations to scale
up their projects, by utilizing Intel’s larger computing power where they were previously unable
because of the high cost hosting such a large
application. Initially, using OpenSim on his personal computer, Duffy was able to host enough
space to grow several hundred plants, but when
he was able to use Intel’s servers, his capacity
increased to hundreds of thousands. ScienceSim
is also mutually beneficial for Intel.
Duffy said, “Intel’s programmers were eager
to find real-world scientific applications, like
mine, to push open simulation technology in
ways that it had never been pushed before.”
The public is free to explore the projects in
the world of ScienceSim for itself by downloading the free software and creating an account at
www.sciencesim.com.
– jesse.fowers@aggiemail.usu.edu
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SAD at USU?
By CODY LITTLEWOOD
staff writer

As Logan turns into the Arctic tundra, the mental health of
USU students steadily declines. Whether the triggers are the
stress of finals, the holidays or the lack of sunlight, the fact
remains that winter is the hardest season to fight off depression and other common mental health ailments.
Regardless of what triggers the bouts of depression, it is
not a hopeless disease to live with and there are effective, easy
methods to fight it.
The USU Counseling Center and Psychological Services
Center and REACH are offering free depression screening Jan. 26, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Taggart Student
Center Ballroom.
“Depression is very common,” said Thomas Berry, Ph.D.,
USU’s Counseling and Psychological Services Center staff
member. “A large portion of the population will experience
clinically significant depression at some point in their lives.”
However, Berry said he believes the center sees only a fraction of the students suffering from depression. Society should
view depression as the illness that it is.
“If you get a cold, there’s a set of remedies,” Berry said.
Depression and other mental illnesses are health problems,
just like a cold or other physical afflictions. Unfortunately,
some people view it as something wrong with themselves, or
some feel if they were to live right, then it wouldn’t be a problem. This only adds to the stress and hopelessness that deepens depression.
A USU student, who spoke on condition of anonymity, suffers from seasonal affective disorder (SAD), which is a type of
depression that occurs often throughout winter and is sudden
in its onset.
“You know when it’s coming but only a couple days
in advance,” the student said. “Everyone gets seasonally
depressed to a degree, but only some of us have it to a degree
that we can’t function.”
The student’s triggers are usually from social settings. For
him, a break in his surroundings helps.
“Some people don’t realize that sometimes they just need
a break for a day. Some ignore it. They should be treating it

as sickness and not just sadness. Ignoring it is the worst thing
you can do,” he said.
Sympathizers don’t help, he said, but having the right
resources to fight it do. The student knows there are resources
on campus to help, but he has developed his own method of
striking back at the disease. He said running helps to lash
back and to fight the hopelessness.
Hopelessness is a common symptom of any depression, but
USU’s counseling center and other resources provide tools to
fight this emotion. When students begin noticing certain triggers that are affecting their normative functioning, they are
free to visit the counseling center.
Triggers most common for college students are stress and
loss. They are not necessarily isolated triggers. Berry said
there are normal negative emotions when dealing with these
triggers, but students should seek help once they prevent them
from transitioning back into normative behavior.
“Stress can come from many sources, but it’s one total,”
Berry said.
In addition to therapy at the center, there are workshops
and tools provided to help deal with personal triggers.
The counseling center enables students to have a one-time
consultation or a series of ongoing therapy to help them deal
with their depression, anxiety or other psychological ailment.
The counselors also encourage students to come talk to them
if they notice a friend struggling with school, self-deemed failures or losses of relationships.
The Mayo Clinic’s Web site states that depression isn’t
something someone can just “snap out of ” and isn’t a weakness. People who’ve had proper treatment can resume their
normal lives within days of seeking help.
The biggest thing the center does, outside of therapy, are
skill-building workshops. Most people can help overcome
their depression with the correct set of skills. There are small
things that can be done that can make a huge difference.
Many of the skills can be done during breaks, waiting in line
or walking on campus.
“This is the most stressful time to be a college student in
recent history,” Berry said.

- See STRESS, page 7

Filmmakers challenge Mormon church at Sundance

KANDY RICHARDS OF Salt Lake City is among dozens of protestors in front of the Racquet Club Theatre at the Sundance Film
Festival. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

By PETE P. SMITHSUTH
photo editor

The heated gay rights battle accompanying the California
ballot Proposition 8 in 2008 is brought back to Utah by filmmaker Reed Cowan, featuring the narration of Academy
Awards winner Dustin Lance Black.
On Sunday in Park City, “8: The Mormon Proposition” premiered to a sold-out audience at the Sundance Film Festival
2010.
The film is a documentary indicting The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints’ historic involvement in the promotion and passage of Prop 8. Part of the festival’s theme
this year is “The Renewed Rebellion.” With the new festival
Director John Cooper, the films included in this year’s selection embodies the spirit of Sundance’s new mission statement
of “fighting against the establishment of the expected.” While
most of the films here have challenged the art of storytelling in
the cinematographic methods, “8: The Mormon Proposition”
challenges one of the biggest religious organizations in the
U.S.
“If I have to be scared in this country to bring truth to
light, then this country is in much more serious trouble than
I thought,” said Bruce Bastian, an executive producer of the
film.
The film shares different stories of gay Mormons who were
affected by the passage and reveals uncovered secret documents that contain evidence that the leaders of the Mormon
church were directly influential in the campaign, along with
other religious leaders, to keep marriage between a man and a

woman.
“We have the opportunity to see some of the things that
we thought were happening, but didn’t know it was done in
such an organized manner,” said San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Newson, who attended the screening. “I don’t want to make
this an exclusive reflection on the Mormon church, but there
are other religious organizations that were there as a big part
of the Yes on 8 campaign.”
While the filmmakers explored how the LDS church crossed
the separation of church and state line, their main focus was
to bring attention to the lives of the families involved in the
battle.
“First and foremost, this film is not about a church,”
Producer Steven Greenstreet said. “This film is about people.
It just so happens that the main force behind Prop 8 was the
Mormon church.”
Spencer Jones and Tyler Barrick, one of the couples featured
in the film, have a family history that tells tales of Mormon
ancestors chased from state to state because of their practice
of polygamy. In fact, Barrick is a direct descendent of Joseph
Smith’s right-hand man Fredrick G. Williams.
For the first time in history, the film goes on record about
alleged prurient meetings between Mormon Prophet Spencer
W. Kimball with a secret group of gay BYU students. Other
stories include one of Mormon Stuart Matis, who shot himself at the steps of a California Mormon church during the
days of the Knight Initiative and the infamous interview with
Utah Sen. Chris Buttars, who compared gay people to radical

- See RIGHTS, page 7
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Hungry?
A quick look at your
options on campus
There are many places to eat on campus, from
the Quickstop to the Skyroom. The eateries sport
items from less than a $1 to $15.
The Hub and QuickStop are in the basement of
the Taggart Student Center, the USU Marketplace
is on the second floor and the Skyroom is on the
third floor.
The Quadside Cafe is in the Merrill-Cazier
Library, and the Junction is in Central Campus.
The Aggie Ice Cream eatery is in the Nutrition and
Food Science Building.

The Hub – Closes at 3 p.m.
– A slice of bread from Hazel’s- $1.75
– Chicken BLT from Taco Time- $4.40
– Ice cream from Hogi Yogi- $2.50+
– The Marvin Joe at Hazel’s: slice of bread, tomato, cheese
and vinegar – toasted. $2.55
– Hogi Yogi sandwiches – $4.60+
Quadside Cafe

– Blackberry coconut Italian soda – $1.99
– Hot apple cider – $2.19
– Grilled cheese panini, with a pickle – $3.50
– Giant cookie – $1.06
– Chocolate chip muffin and milk – $3.12

Aggie Ice Cream

– Aggie Blue Mint ice cream – $1.66+
– Fruit and yogurt parfait $1.90

USU Marketplace – Entrance: $9.00

– Jalapeno poppers
– Fruit smoothie
– Salad
– Fresh fruit
– Chicken burrito

The Junction – Breakfast: $5.75 Lunch: $6.25

Dinner: $7.25
– Pasta with shrimp and alfredo sauce
– Toasted sandwiches
– Rice Krispies
– Cheese enchiladas
– Hot chocolate

Aggies around the world
Experiencing the down under
I
originally planned to come to Australia Feb. 14 to
study marine science. It’s all I’ve wanted to do since I
was 6 years old. Just having a dream can get you anywhere you want in the world. Never underestimate the
power of knowing what you want.
On Jan. 1, I got an e-mail saying that if I could be
in Australia in three days, I could be part of a dolphin
research team. So I switched my plane ticket, packed up
my life and was out of Utah in fewer than 72 hours.
Australia is beautiful. It’s full of birds, bats and bugs
(really big ones). There’s a kookaburra living outside my
window and a pile of dead cockroaches in every room. I
love it here.
The research I am doing is with the DEAP program,
which is the Dolphin Ecology and Acoustics Program.
There are three different parts of this research: land-based
observations, sea-kayak observations and research-vessel observations. We are monitoring the dolphins’ use of
Byron Bay. If I’m up in the lighthouse, it’s a waiting game
with a pair of binoculars.
Once we spot a pod, using a program called Cyclops,
we use a camera to focus and plot GPS points of where
dolphins, surfers, boats, kayaks and the such are. The
lighthouse spots the dolphins, then radios the kayak and
boat their location. In the kayak, we take pictures of dorsal fins, to ID the dolphins.
In the boat, we do sound follows, which is recording an hour of dolphin noises. Yes, it mostly sounds like
squeaky dog toys, but once you break it down, you see
how many different sounds they can make and it’s fascinating.
On research days, I have to catch the 4 a.m. bus, in
order to get to Byron on time. I get to watch the sunrise
over the ocean and enjoy all the morning fog rolling
around the mountains. All the old, hard-core surfers are
out, getting in their old-style rides before all the young,
hot shots get there to hog their waves.
The lighthouse in Byron is the highest point in the
area, so it’s a bit of a hike. The trail winds around this
mountainside through a littoral rain forest, so some parts
of the trail are completely surrounded by trees, most and
birds, just like walking through some mystical jungle tunnel.
Other parts are right on the cliff side, overlooking
all of Byron Bay. It is the best way to start a morning.
Observations at the lighthouse start at 7, and we don’t
finish until 1, so it’s six hours on your feet yelling out:
“I got a pod. Looks like six adults, two calves ... wait
make that 14 adults, three calves. They are milling. Oh, I
got a tail slap. Oh my gosh, did you guys see that leap?
Full out of water porpoising. Calf is belly up. Hey we got
one more calf over here.”
Every day of research is different. Some days are stellar, and others nothing shows up. Last Thursday was stellar. We saw a pod of 44 adults and four calves. Definitely
a once-in-a-lifetime sight. I could see pairs of synchronized dolphins, some were mothers and calves, others
were just good friends. Dolphins that are tightly bonded
synchronize their movements. It’s beautiful.
Looking down from the lighthouse, you could almost
count each one with the naked eye. One calf was probably only a few weeks old. He was the smallest dolphin I
have ever seen, less than half the size of an adult. It was

Quickstop

– Junior Penny Candies – $.05+
– Microwave dinners – $4.50+
– Hotpockets – $1.49
– Eggrolls – $1.29
– Naked Juice – $4.99

The Skyroom

– Build your own – $6.50+
– Soup and Bread – $3.50

information gathered by April Ashland
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BEACHES IN AUSTRALIA ARE where USU student
Hannah Moore spends her time. Moore is researching with the
Dolphin Ecology and Acoustics Program (DEAP) at Byron Bay.
photo courtesy HANNAH MOORE

play time for him, because he was leaping, breaching,
slapping and swimming belly up. It was almost like he
knew we were there, and he wanted to put on a show.
When they got around the point into the bay, it was
dolphin central. Three more pods of 13, four and six dolphins showed up. They then decided to play some tricks
on us, mixing up, spreading around and clumping back
up. Let’s just say deciphering pods was impossible. They
certainly had fun messing up our data.
When there aren’t dolphins around, I’m still looking
for sea life. The bay is packed with turtles, schools of fish
and all kinds of rays. As I was following this ray just cruising around the bay, out of nowhere, this ray just launched
itself 6 feet out of the water. It was like he wanted to fly.
Today, I felt so blessed to be in the right place at the right
time.
So far being in the kayak hasn’t yielded too much dolphin-related excitement. Saturday, I headed out and just
waited for a call from the lighthouse. And waited ... and
waited. No dolphins.
However, the way the current was flowing was causing
a huge amount of blue bottle jellyfish to head into the
bay. They have clear bulbous tops that float on top of the
water, then a few short tentacles right off the bulb. They
also have one long tentacle that reaches out, sometimes
a few feet. The biggest one I saw was about half the size
of a dollar bill with about a 4-foot tentacle. Their tentacles are all this electric dark blue, like that blue you see
on peacocks’ necks, but even brighter. I was paddling
through hundreds of them. One blue bottle even had a
neon blue lizard fish, about 2 inches long, wrapped up in
its tentacle. Lunch.
That day I also found a floating shoe and grabbed
it to throw it away. As it was sitting in the boat, slowly
all these creatures started crawling out. When I looked
closer, I saw a bunch of little blue and white worms, sand
flees and a creature that looked like a mixture between a
crab, spider and clam. It was bizarre. It’s incredible how
versatile and flexible sea creatures are. They can make a
home out of anything. However, that does not mean it is
OK to have trash in the ocean. No excuses, world.
Australia is a wonderful country. It is definitely the
place for adventure and to see nature. It’s somewhere
I’ve always wanted to go. Never forget where you want
to go in life.
Check out my blog if you want to know more about
studying or living in Australia: www.hannahmarie-musicandwater.blogpost.com.
Hannah Moore is a USU Study Abroad student. Look for
more USU Study Abroad experiences every Monday in The
Utah Statesman.

HANNAH MOORE
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Student describes herself as warrior princess
US: What turns you on creatively?
KD: Music and nature.

By DANIELLE ADAMS
staff writer

Utah Statesman: What were you like as a kid?
Kelsey Devaney: I think I was really, extremely shy.
US: What would your dream house be like?
KD: I would like a small cottage on the beach,
nothing too big or fancy. Kind of like a surf
shack with hardwood floors and a lot of windows.
US: If you could hide Waldo anywhere in the
world, where would you put him?
KD: I’d hide him in my shoe closet, because
it’s such a mess and he’d never be found.

US: What noise or sound do you love to hear?
KD: The uke, and the sound of the microwave cooking my
food.

Caught on
Campus
Kelsey Devaney
freshman
interior design
unknown.

US: What happened in the last dream you had?
KD: This boy that I don’t know – but he’s real cute, I call him
“cute Dan” because I discovered his name – he moved in to the
LLC (right across the hall from me) and I really liked it. That’s
really embarrassing, but that was my last dream … yep.
US: If you could change something about yourself, what would
it be?
KD: I would like to be more comfortable in front of an audience.
US: Describe your fighting style.
KD: I’d definitely be a warrior fighter – Kelsey warrior princess.
US: What game system do you wish you had?
KD: I want the Wii, because it looks like a heck of a good time.
US: What is your all-time favorite TV series?
KD: “That 70’s Show,” because I laugh out loud every time I
watch it, without fail.
US: In your opinion, where can you get the best tasting chicken fingers?
KD: Panzones in New Jersey.
US: What is your opinion on Barack Obama?
KD: I hate him. I really think that really bad things are to
come. It scares me how so many people let him control their
thoughts.

US: What word in your vocabulary do you use
most often?
KD: Dude.
US: Do you like children?
KD: No, I just don’t have a lot of patience with
kids.
US: What is your worst fear?
KD: Death, because I have a big fear of the

US: Do you prefer giving or receiving?
KD: Hmm, receiving, most of the time. Sometimes it’s nice
when my time and efforts are appreciated, though.
US: What makes you laugh?
KD: Cleverness – when people are really clever and witty
– funny faces, good movies and books.
US: When is your birthday?
KD: Nov. 22.
US: Is your middle name Patricia?
KD: No? It’s Lee.
US: On a scale from 1- 5, how organized are you?
KD: Probably a 3.5, if I’m lucky, on a good day.
US: Have you ever been in love?
KD: No.
US: What kind of music do you listen to?
KD: Everything and anything. Reggae is my favorite.
US: Who do you live with at USU?
KD: Alma Gomez, the best trumpet player in the entire band.
Plus, this girl who owns every color of Vans.
US: What do you look for in a best friend?
KD: Good times, great talks and trustworthiness.

Rights: Controversy at Sundance
-continued from page 5

US: Do you have any nicknames?
KD: Yes, KDev.
US: Do you exercise regularly? If yes, what is your workout
routine?
KD: Yes, I like running on the treadmill, then to the bikes for
five miles, abs, some arms and I also like to snowboard a lot.

US: What sports have you participated in?
KD: I’ve been a gymnast and cheerleader my whole life.
– danny.lynn.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU Science Unwrapped
explores animal cloning
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Animal cloning may seem like the stuff
of science fiction, but it’s here. How, exactly,
does it work? And how will it affect our
future?
Inquiring minds of all ages are invited to
the Science Unwrapped presentation “Seeing
Double: The Origins of Cloning” Friday, Jan.
29, at USU.
Ken White, professor in animal, dairy
and veterinary sciences, is the featured
speaker for the presentation, which is hosted
by USU’s College of Science. His talk begins
at 7 p.m. in the Emert Auditorium, Room
130, of the Eccles Science Learning Center on
campus. Admission is free and open to all.

Following White’s presentation, attendees
are invited to enjoy free refreshments along
with hands-on exhibits in the ESLC atrium.
Researchers from White’s lab will demonstrate various lab techniques used in animal
cloning.
White’s talk kicks off Science
Unwrapped’s new “Origins” series, which
explores origins of diverse topics in varied
scientific disciplines. Future presentation
topics include geologic formation of the
Colorado Plateau Feb. 26, and the origins of
mathematics and its relationship to origami
April 2.
For more information, call 797-3517, visit
the Science Unwrapped Web site at www.
usu.edu/science/unwrapped or view Science
Unwrapped at USU on Facebook.

Stress: Experiencing winter blues
-continued from page 5
It is important not to ignore the symptoms.
Doctors and people afflicted with depression recommend seeking help in any manner
that suits the individual. USU provides the
service free of charge to students with more

FILMMAKER REED COWAN SPOKE at a panel discussion Sunday about the Sundance film “8:
The Mormon Proposition.” PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Muslims.
A member of the audience, during the
question and answer, asked about the secret
tapes uncovered by investigators. He said
Mormon leaders, including M. Russell
Ballard, Quentin L. Cook and L. Whitney
Clayton, had their voices presented in a distorted manner. The filmmakers first blamed
the quality of the audio retrieved, but later
added that although there was no distortion
in the audio, the general soundtrack accompanied helped show their feelings when they
heard the tapes. Textual transcriptions were
also on the screen for the audience.
Another audience member, Channing
Sargeant, said the truth was not distorted, but
rather told more clearly.
“We need to show how hurt we’ve all been
– people gay and straight alike – and do whatever we can do to show how hurt we are. We
need to be personal and passionate about this
issue,” she said.
Jones said the basis of the film is to create
dialogue and stir up conversations among
groups.
“It is amazing to be in Sundance sharing

FRESHMAN KELSEY DEVANEY said people who make
funny faces, good movies and books are what makes her laugh.
DANIELLE ADAMS photo

that message with people who supported us
being able to get married and people who
didn’t support us. That’s what this movie was
all about, starting dialogue, and I’m happy to
see that the process has already started,” he
said.
The audience was met by protestors against
the views of the LDS church. The protestors
gathered in front of the theater before the
screening, chanting, “Separate church and
eight.”
Protestors in favor of the LDS church were
rumored, but none were present at the screening.
Cowan hopes the film will be distributed to
the right audience.
“This film needs a home” he said. “We need a
distributor that believes in this film as much
as our audience does.”
The film “8: The Mormon Proposition” will
continue to play in Park City Monday, Tuesday
and Friday. It will be showing in Salt Lake City
at the Tower Theatre on Wednesday, Jan. 27.
Seen the film? Leave us a comment at
Aggietownsquare.com about what you think.
– petesmiths@gmail.com

than six credit hours. The Counseling and
Psychological Services Center is on the third
floor of the TSC, Room 306.
– cody.littlewood@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Mr.

500

By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

Utah State Aggie senior
guard Jared Quayle recorded
a team-high 16 points and
seven rebounds to lead the
Aggies (15-6, 5-2) over the
Idaho Vandals (8-9, 1-5),
60-48, on Saturday, Jan. 23,
at the Cowan Spectrum in
Moscow, Idaho. The Aggies
moved into second place with
the victory, and Aggie head
coach Stew Morrill became
the 73rd coach in the history
of NCAA Division I to record
500 wins.
The Aggies played solid
defense, limiting the Vandals
to just 33.3 percent shooting from the field and 14.3
percent from the 3-point line.
The Aggies finished a difficult 5-out-of-7 road game
stretch to start the Western
Athletic Conference season
with a 5-2 record, an accomplishment that Morrill is
pleased with.
“It was a cool experience
for us to be there for him, to
be able to support him,” said
Brady Jardine, Aggie sophomore forward, who came
off the bench recording 10
points and six rebounds in
20 minutes of play. “He’s such
a great coach. To be there
tonight to get the 500th win
and to have him be there with
us was awesome.”
Morrill had refused to

UTAH STATE HEAD COACH STEW MORRILL reached his 500th career coaching victory Saturday against the Idaho Vandals.
Morrill is one of just 19 active head coaches to have reached the 500 milestone. TODD JONES photo

discuss the possibility of
winning 500 games prior
to defeating Idaho, but was
relieved in the end.
“I’ve just been really fortunate ... I’m sure I’ll take a
little time and reflect on it
at some point, try and put
some perspective on it ... how
many great people have been
involved in those games,”
Morrill said.
Morrill also coached at
Montana University and
Colorado State University
before coaching at USU,
where he has been since the
1998-1999 season.

The Aggies allowed the
Vandals to shoot 46.2 percent
from the field in the first half
and, consequently, the Aggie
lead was only 35-30 going
into halftime.
“At halftime we talked
about it. We have to amp up
our defense. They’re shooting
too high of a percentage. And
let’s see if we can at least get
them under 40 for the second
half and we did a pretty solid
job,” Morrill said. “They got
uncomfortable against the
zone. We did a really nice,
solid job defensively.”
The Aggies did just that,

HOCKEY

allowing the Vandals to
shoot only 18.2 percent from
the field on four field goals
and not a single shot from
behind the 3-point line.
The Aggies limited Vandals’
senior guard and leading
scorer Mac Hopson to seven
points on the night. It was
senior guard Kashif Watson
who led the Vandals with 16
points. Watson was the the
only Vandal to reach doublefigures.
USU finished the game
shooting 50 percent from the
floor and 33.3 percent from
behind the 3-point line. The

USU ATHLETICS

Aggies trap Trappers in local hockey battle
Kyle Soder scored twice and Kyle
Becker got his first goal of the season
on Saturday, as the Aggies soundly
defeated the Cache Valley Trappers at
the Eccles Ice Center, 9-3.
“It just kind of fell my way,” Becker
said of his goal. “I came out on the
good end of it.”
“It’s good to see Taco (Kyle Soder)
get that done,” team captain Kent
Arsenault said, “and Becker comes in
and works hard. It’s great to see him
get some success.”
Becker’s goal came at the 11:00
mark in the first period. The puck
danced around the Trapper goal

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Women comeback in final
minute, lose in final seconds

UTAH STATE CAPTAIN KENT ARSENAULT fights for the puck in Saturday’s game against the Cache Valley Trappers. The Aggies
won the game against the local semi-pro team by a score of 9-3. PATRICK ODEN photo

By LANDON HEMSLEY
sports senior writer

Aggies, however, did not play
without a lull. The Aggies
failed to score a single point
in the final five minutes of
the game, but the Vandals
only managed three points
over the same five-minute
stretch.
“Sometimes we make the
game ugly, and I’ve always
said, ‘If you can do that
on the road, that’s great,’”
Morrill said. “Thank goodness we had a cushion and
played good for 35, 36 minutes. Something we can learn
from, though.”
Morrill has emphasized

wildly. Neither Trapper nor Aggie was
able to get a solid stick on the puck
until Becker fished it out and put it
home. Becker’s score was a product of
determination and hard-nosed fight
for the freshman.
Utah State never trailed in
Saturday’s match, and the game was
tied for no more than 18 seconds.
Tyler Mistelbacher, filling in for
suspended Matt Hamilton in the
starting lineup, took a streaking
shot off a bullet pass from Brendan
MacDonald. Mistelbacher took the
puck right down the throat of the
Trapper defensive line and snuck it
past the Trapper goalie to give USU a
lead it would never relinquish.
Shortly thereafter, USU scored
again, but the Trappers weren’t about

the difficulty of the start to
the Aggies’ WAC schedule on
many occasions. Utah State
started the difficult stretch
dropping games on the road
at New Mexico State and
Louisiana Tech. The Aggies,
however, are currently riding
a five-game winning streak.
“After the first two, I feel
pretty good about 3-out-of-5
on the road,” Morrill said.
“We’ve bounced back and we
feel that our basketball team
is getting better. We have a
week of practice here, and I
hope we take advantage of it.
Hopefully, we can keep getting better.”
Morrill is not the only one
who has recognized the difference. The players are also
aware of the transformation
the team has made.
“We’re doing what we need
to do (in practice),” Jardine
said. “The prep was great
this week. We focused, and I
think that’s what’s been helping us. Our practice habits
have been great. We’ve been
working hard and coaches
have been getting us ready,
and so we’re going out doing
what we know we need to
do.”
Utah State hosts the
San Jose State Spartans
on Saturday, Jan. 23 at the
Spectrum. Tip-off is slated
for 7 p.m. and the game will
be televised on CW30.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

to roll over. Trapper Chad Johnson
took a pass from former Aggie Jimmy
Schwer and buried the puck past
USU keeper Cody Palmer to cut the
lead to one. Schwer was on the Aggie
roster until December, but is currently academically ineligible to play
for the Aggies. However, Schwer still
does practice with USU hockey. In
Saturday’s game, Schwer was active.
He finished the game with two assists
on the Trappers three goals.
USU finished the first in good
fashion, leading 5-2. Near the end of
the first, the Trappers began to show
frustration. They checked harder,
skated faster and almost began a
fight. The officials quickly quelled

- See HOCKEY, page 9

Despite being down
seven points with 4:20
remaining in the game,
the Utah State women’s
basketball fought back and
fell just short against New
Mexico State, losing 5655 at the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum on Saturday
afternoon.
Red-shirt freshman
Banna Diop sank a 3pointer with 16 seconds left
to give USU its first lead
since the 2:16 mark of the
first half, 55-54. With nine
seconds remaining, Diop
fouled Jasmine Lowe, who
sunk both free throws to
give the crimson Aggies the
56-55 lead. Junior guard
Alice Coddington gave USU
one more chance when she
went coast-to-coast and just
missed a layup with one
second left on the clock.
With this loss, the
Aggies have now lost fourstraight games. NMSU
snaps its three-game losing
streak with the win. Utah
State is now 10-9 overall
and 2-4 in Western Athletic
Conference action. New
Mexico State improves to
13-7 overall and evens its
WAC record to 3-3.
USU junior guard
Amber White recorded the
first double-double of her
career with a team-high 18
points and 10 rebounds.
Fellow junior guard Alice
Coddington was the only
other Aggie in double fig-

ures in scoring, bringing
down 13 points and adding
seven rebounds.
NMSU was led by a
game-high 23 points from
Crystal Boyd, who also
added a game-high 11
rebounds for a doubledouble. Boyd was the only
Aggie in double figures, but
NMSU had three players
with nine points, Jasmine
Lowe, Danisha Crobett and
Madison Spence.
Senior forward Nicole
Johnson inched closer to
breaking Jessica Freeman’s
record for career blocks.
Johnson blocked three
shots in the loss to the
Aggies, giving her 122
career blocks. She is now
just five blocks away from
Freeman’s career mark of
127 blocks.
Both teams struggled
shooting in the first half of
action. NMSU finished the
first stanza shooting 24.2
percent from the field (8of-33). USU shot a similar
25 percent from the field
in the first half (7-of-28).
Utah State did not put any
points on the board until
the 16:55 mark of the first
half on two free throws
from senior center Lydia
Whitehead. The Aggies
didn’t make their first field
goal until the 15:05 mark
of the first half on a threepointer from freshman
guard TJ Goddard. USU did
use an 11-0 run to take an

- See AG WOMEN, page 10
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Men’s tennis team suffers heartbreak against Utes in Salt Lake
By LANDON HEMSLEY
sports senior writer

USU JUNIOR ALEX THATCHER slams a backhand shot
against the Utah Utes Saturday. USU won the doubles point but
dropped four of six singles pairings against the Utes. Photo courtesy of
TANER I. PASAMEHMETOGLU, Daily Utah Chronicle

Utah State men’s tennis suffered a
close defeat Saturday at the hands of
the University of Utah.
The Aggies were able to capture
the doubles point from the Utes after
three hard fought doubles matches.
Head coach Christian Wright said the
atmosphere was intense during the
doubles matches, as Utah State was
motivated to beat the No. 51 Utes.
“Nobody battles harder than when
they’re playing an in-state rival,”
Wright said. “Everybody was just
going to it. It was fun to watch.”
USU juniors Jakob Asplund and
Bryan Marchant fell to Utah, 8-6
in No. 1 doubles play, but teammates Nikita Ryashchenko and
Alex Thatcher turned the tables to
overcome Utah’s Benito Suriano and
Stephen Jacobs 8-6 in No. 3 doubles.
All the attention then focused on
freshman Sven Poslusny and senior
Amit Maharaj, as they battled
against Utah’s Timmy Allin and

Artem Strunnikov.
“It was pretty nerve racking,”
Wright said of Poslusny’s and
Maharaj’s doubles match, “but we
did a good job and came out on top.
There were a bunch of different
momentum swings near the end, and
they finished it off nicely.”
Poslusny and Maharaj were too
much and outlasted their Ute opponents, 9-7, to seal the Aggie doubles
point. All USU needed were three of
the six singles matches to take the
competition. Asplund and Poslusny
got the job done tidily, defeating
Utah’s Phillip Eilers and Benito
Suriano. Asplund won in three sets at
the No. 1 singles spot, 6-3, 6-7(3), 60, and Poslusny dominated Suriano,
6-2, 6-3.
Utah then rallied off three successive victories at the No. 3, 4 and
5 positions to tie everything up with
one match remaining. The final
match, featuring USU’s Ryashchenko
and Utah’s Jacobs was tight through
the first set, which Ryashchenko
narrowly won on the tie-breaker.
Jacobs was then able to gain momen-

tum through the second set, after
Ryashchenko lost a tough break
point, and won both the second and
the third sets by an identical score of
6-2. The loss was a difficult one for
the team to swallow.
“It was a heartbreaker to lose,”
Wright said. “Momentum is such a
key thing in any sport. For a while,
there we were in the lead, but with
the last match on, we just lost it.”
Wright said although the loss was
tough to take and disappointing,
there were some positives he was able
to take out of the loss.
“The atmosphere was really
intense,” Wright said. “The team support for each other was great. This
will be a good learning experience
for us. We’re right there, and we’ll be
that much sharper the next time we
get in that situation. We’re playing
good, but we have a lot of room to
improve.”
Utah State’s next stop is Las Vegas.
The Aggies will face the Rebels of
UNLV Jan. 28 at 11 a.m.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Hockey: Former and current Aggie drop the gloves
-continued from page 8
the situation, but the extracurricular
activity was not yet finished for the
evening.
By the third period, the game had
practically been decided. Following a
mostly uneventful second and third
period, USU led 9-3 with more than
three minutes to go in the game. The
Trappers had nothing to lose, and
Jordan Francom, a player from the
2008-’09 Aggie squad, went glovesoff with Dillon Sondergaard and
started throwing punches. The fight
was fairly even until Francom pulled
Sondergaard’s jersey over his head.
Francom took advantage, putting
Sondergaard in a headlock and bringing him down to the ice. Sondergaard
left the ice with a head injury, and
Francom was ejected. When play
resumed, Maciej Michalik took
revenge on an unsuspecting Trapper
on behalf of Sondergaard and his
team and immediately left the ice
without a word.
The opinions of the Aggie hockey
club toward Francom’s actions were

quite apparent in the post-game locker room.
“Back home,” reserve goaltender
Dan Cornelius said, “if a much older
player had started beating down on a
young guy, both benches would have
cleared. If I were Francom, I’d feel
like an idiot picking on someone so
much younger than me.”
Given that this game was not
an American Collegiate Hockey
Association (ACHA) game, the incentive to win was highly reduced. Still,
the fact that USU hockey played at
all Saturday was an accomplishment
unto itself. After UVU canceled the
remainder of its season, USU looked
to BYU to take its spot, but the
Cougars balked. USU head coach Jon
Eccles turned to the Trappers, a team
composed of several former Aggies,
among others, and while hesitant, the
much older Trappers finally agreed to
play against the Aggies.
Arsenault said although the matchup was a bit unorthodox, he felt the
game was as good or better than if

the Wolverines had come to town.
“They’re a good team,” Arsenault
said, “with a lot of ex-Aggies with
them. It was a good exercise for us.”
Ahead on the Aggies’ schedule is a
Friday night duel against in-state rival
Weber State University , followed by a
visit from the University of Northern
Colorado to the Eccles Ice Center.
This season against Weber State
the Aggies have won three out of
four game, with their only loss taking place in the most recent meeting
between the two on Dec. 10. The
Wildcats defeated the Aggies by a
score of 11-3 in Ogden.
In two games home games against
Weber State this year the Aggies have
outscored the Wildcats by a combined 12 goals, beating them 10-3 on
Oct. 30 and 10-5 on Nov. 13.
In one prior meeting this year
against Northern Colorado, the
Aggies beat the bears on the road by a
final of 4-2.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

UTAH STATE’S DILLON SONDERGAARD lays a check on
a Trappers player into the boards Saturday. PATRICK ODEN photo

USU gymnasts tested and bested against No. 21 Southern Utah
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

Utah State women’s gymnastics coach Jeff
Richards prefers to focus on the big picture.
The Aggies fell to No. 21 Southern Utah,
195.050-191.225, Friday night in Cedar City, but
Richards saw steady improvement in his young
team, something he hopes will continue as they
work toward the NCAA Regionals in April.
“Unfortunately, the scores don’t quite show
how good we did,” Richards said. “We had some
really good performances, but, again, we’re just
not firing on all cylinders.”
The Aggies had strong performances in three
events, posting season-highs of 48.050 on bars,
47.900 on beam and notching a 48.125 on vault.
The team struggled on floor however, posting a
47.150, the lowest event score of the meet. The
loss drops the Aggies to 1-4 on the young season.
“We’re trying to break 48.000 on all events,”
Richards said. “48.500s (are) what we want. We’re
just not where we need to be, yet.”
Southern Utah (2-0) opened with scores of
48.875 on vault and bars. The T-Birds also registered a 48.400 on floor, a 48.850 on beam and
ended up with at least the top-two individual finishers in each event. Elise Wheeler led the T-Birds
with an all-around score of 39.175, and event
highs on beam and bars.
Utah State freshman Amelia Montoya continued to impress, notching a career-best 38.600 in
the all-around, tops for the Aggies and second to
Wheeler. Montoya posted a 9.600 on the vault,
9.675 on bars and 9.65 on the beam, all career
bests. She also logged a score of 9.675 on the
floor.
Noting the injuries Montoya had been dealing
with, namely a sore heel and the fact the Aggies
were on the road, Richards said he was impressed
that the young freshman was able to “come out
and just kind of suck it up and really perform
well. She just really settled herself down.”
Junior Lyndsie Boone finished third in the allaround with a score of 37.950 and matched her
career-best with a 9.750 on vault. Senior Heather
Heinrich posted a 9.750 on vault, as well, and
also gave Utah State its best event finish, tying for
third on floor with a 9.775. Sophomore Chelsea
Marquardt finished fourth in the all-around with

a career-best 37.600.
Richards was also pleased with sophomore
Rachel Flessner’s performance on floor. Flessner
posted an 8.950 in the event, but her mere participation was worth more to Richards than the
actual score.
“Rachel came in last year with a shoulder
injury and struggled most of the year,” Richards
said, noting the shoulder required surgery during the off-season. “For her to get out on the floor
and tumble, we didn’t think we were going to
have her.”
While feeling disappointed with the loss,
Richards, a former SUU assistant coach, said the
team’s early season events are not entirely defined
by wins or loses.
“You’ve got to take steps. We’re not focusing
on trying to get wins. We’re focusing on trying
to make ourselves better,” Richards said, adding
that the team is working on making small, weekto-week improvements. He hopes the continual
progression will help the team finish at least
third in the WAC and prepare itself for regionals. One of the improvements Richards noticed
his team make against the T-Birds was an overall
improvement in eliminating nerves, something
the team struggled with in its Jan. 15 season
opener against Central Michigan.
“They’re starting to figure out how to settle
themselves down,” he said.
On the road to improvement, Richards knows
things won’t get any easier for Utah State. The
Aggies welcome No. 18 Boise State, the defending
Western Athletic Conference champions, to the
Spectrum Friday.
“Boise and Southern Utah are great teams,”
Richards said, noting both WAC foes were
ranked going into regionals last season. “We’re
going against two teams that are really up there
and doing a great job. We’ve been fighting off
some injuries. We’re trying to do the best we
can.”
Friday’s meet against the Broncos, scheduled
to start at 7 p.m., will be the Aggies’ home opener. Richards said he looks forward to the potential benefits of competing in front of a home
crowd.
“Going in front of your own crowd is great,”
he said. “Sometimes it gives you that little extra
oomph.”
– dan.fawson@aggiemail.usu.edu

UTAH STATE GYMNASTICS competes in the bars portion of last Friday’s meet at Southern Utah
University’s Centrum Arena. Photo courtesy of ASHER SWAN
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Watch for falling ice

News Editor
Rachel A. Christensen

L

iving in Logan has officially desensitized us
all as to when road conditions are less than
ideal. So what, it’s just black ice, right? Not
only is it black ice, it’s black ice that’s covering
an entire section of the roadway. It might have
escaped the attention of many who do not keep
up with Logan news, but an avalanche stuffed up
a section of Logan Canyon, covering a 20-foot
span and piling up to four feet. Don’t fret little
ones. No one was hurt, but had someone been
there, something tragic could have taken place.
What makes the terrifying experience of driving in and around Logan even worse are the hills
of doom located around campus. It’s probably
wise to avoid them completely from November
through March. Are we equipped well enough
to handle these road conditions or are we overly
confident that nothing will happen because
we’ve become so accustomed to driving on
sheets of ice.
It’s a safe bet that the most treacherous places
in Logan are apartment parking lots. Drivers
who are not blessed with all-wheel drive should
probably start saying their prayers more often.
It’s not uncommon to see someone start up
their Volkswagen Beetle on a thick patch of ice
and helplessly try to get anywhere. Although it is
rather hilarious, how much time is spent trying to
convince our cars to work with the cold weather?
When we add up the minutes taken scraping
ice crystal off the windows and waiting for the
heater to produce something tolerable, we’re
already late for class.
Luckily, Utah drivers are absolutely harmless. They never try to fit into the small distance
between two cars without using their blinker.
Utah drivers are so patient and loving we’re sure
many of us are eager to brave the slick roads during our daily commutes. Oh wait, I was thinking
of a different place, Utah drivers are the maniacal
ones.
Forget that there are avalanches, parking lots
are ice skating rinks and ice on the roads is seemingly invisible, we’ve had so much experience
driving in these conditions it shouldn’t be a problem, true? False. The fact of the matter is, accidents can never be predicted, especially during
the winter time. It doesn’t matter how wonderful
a driver is, anyone can plow into a snowbank in
the blink of an eye after hitting ice the wrong
way. So, to all drivers, next time you are cruising
through the snowy terrain, watch your heads or
else an iceberg might fall on it.

Nothing better to do

D

espite having used
the Internet since
AOL first laid the
world at my fingertips,
and having used Microsoft
Office daily during a 10year professional career,
the CIL exams kicked my
ass. Well, the ones I have
attempted anyway.

Two Cents
Worth
I imagine I am a lot like
many of you in at least two
ways relative to this topic: I
am overly confident about
my computer skills and I
tend to procrastinate. My
CIL exams will be complete by May, just in time
for graduation. We’re college students, we access
our abilities relative to our
task, and, based on this
calculation, we allow three
minutes fewer than our
deductions would suggest
we should.
Now this isn’t always
bad, and I will try to
avoid giving advice that I
wouldn’t follow, but the
CIL exams aren’t something to play with. These
exams are about precision.
In a world of technology
that provides multiple ways

to accomplish just about
everything, with the CIL
exams, there is only one
right answer.
No matter how ridiculous, they are a part of your
graduation requirements
– deal with it.
That being said, what
in blue blazes are the CIL
exams anyway? Can we
send an e-mail, can we use
the Internet? Do we know
how to sort a spreadsheet?
Do we know that identify theft is illegal? I mean,
really, when was the last
time a professor let you
turn in a five-page handwritten essay, and for the
love of all that’s holy – spell
check – why would you
ever want to? I’ve made it
through four years of college without having to create a PowerPoint presentation. I can create one, sure.
The point is, I taught myself
when the need arose. It’s
not that complicated.
Doesn’t college teach us
critical thinking? Aren’t we
resourceful enough to figure out how to use Word? If
there is a justified element
of the exams, it is the portion that tests our ability to
use our library’s thorough,
yet complicated, research
system. I never used the
system much personally,
but if I’m not mistaken,
everyone is still required
to take English 1010 and
2010, and you get enough
instruction there to make it
through the cyber maze.
Look, if you can’t use
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Introducing you to ASUSU
Student Advocate
Tyler Haws

H

ello all, and welcome back to the
new semester. First
and foremost, I would like
to introduce myself. My
name is Tyler Haws and I
am your student advocate
for this year.
Let me explain my position. I sit on the ASUSU
Executive Council that
meets every Tuesday in the
Senate Chambers on the
third floor of the TSC as a
voting member for legislation to benefit student life
at USU.
I am your ombudsman,
which is basically the mediator between you and the
administration. This is something of extreme importance for you as students.
I sit on 23, and counting,
committees to represent
you. I sit on committees
that deal with auxiliary services – such as parking,
the Taggart Student Center
policy board – to ones dealing with classrooms, such
as the Course Evaluations
committee. I also sit on
many diversity and concern
committees, such as the
Gender and Minority committee, Stater’s Council and
Student Advisory Board.
Being on these committees,
I need to know what students’ opinions are on these
issues. Generally, I work on
polling individuals for their
opinions on the issues. I
am trying to improve the
polling and surveying process, and so I have decided to start up a Facebook
group. It will be called the
“Voice Your Concerns and
Initiatives”, so be on the

lookout for that in the near
future. I will post survey
links for students to take, so
I’ll have more feedback for
my meetings.
Next, I am you advocate.
What I mean by this is that I
act on your behalf. If there
is a concern that we can
change, let’s do it. Or, if
you have an initiative that
could benefit the student
body, I can help set you
up with the right people to
talk to. I have really tried to
improve this by creating a
centralized online location
that these concerns and initiatives can be voiced. It is
a box in the lower left-hand
side of the ASUSU Web site,
www.usu.edu/asus. There
are different initiatives, too,
that I may see in my meetings I attend, in which case,
I will help different organizations of the university
draw proposals for money,
if that is what they need or
provide them with access to
an arena where they will be
heard.
Did you know that there
are legal services available to students? Free legal
advice is available through
my position. A lawyer
meets with students in my
office every Tuesday at 5
p.m. So if you are interested
in advice regarding landlord
tenant relations, divorces,
criminal matters, traffic matters or whatever else, call
797-2912 to schedule an
appointment.
Lastly, and definitely
more of the administrative part of my position,
I chair the Student Fee
Board. The board is com-

TYLER HAWS
prised of 15 to 16 of your
fellow classmates that vote
on proposed increases and
decreases of the student
fees. Administrators and the
corresponding student chair
present justifications and
proposals for fee increases
or decreases to the board
and the students votes on
it. After we vote on it, it
is given as a recommendation to USU President Stan
Albrecht, who has the final
say. We actually just had
the meeting Jan. 19. The
amount the fee board recommended was a $9.87
increase, so it was quite a
conservative year and we
are proud of that.
I pride myself on helping
my fellow classmates and
try to represent them to the
best of my abilities. My door
is always open, and I would
love to talk about whatever is on your mind. My
office hours are Monday,
Wednesday, Friday 10 a.m.
to 12:20 p.m., and Tuesday
and Thursday 10:20 a.m. to
2:50 p.m. My office is TSC
340.
Tyler Haws can be contacted by e-mail at hawzie@
gmail.com
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Sound Off

word processing software
and the Internet, you
wouldn’t have made it into
college. If you’re dead
set on stealing someone’s
identity, you’re going to
do it regardless of your
understanding of Web ethics. And here is the perfect
spot to drop the F-bomb:

Facebook. You should just
be able to friend request
the university to prove your
online competence.
If anything, the university needs to update things
a bit. I’ve stayed within
close proximity of the technology curve, at least to
the extent a normal person

would, but there are some
areas where I could use a
little help – such as how
can I use my Blackberry
to post to my blog, Twitter
and Facebook all at once.
And how do I sync my

- See CILs, page 11

Comment
on any of
the articles
you read
here in The
Statesman
and in our
online edition
by visiting
aggietownsquare.com
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CILs: No need for cyber testing
-continued from page 10

phone to the DVD player
in my car via Bluetooth,
so I can listen to Pandora
while I drive? If any of you
freshman can help, and I
know you can, that’s all I
really need.
Here’s an idea. Send the
administration an e-mail
about how ridiculous the
CIL exams are and include
a link to an article found
in the library’s database

about how today’s college
students are so computer
savvy. This should demonstrate your ability to do
research, type, use the
Internet and send an e-mail.
If you’re an overachiever,
include a PowerPoint presentation as an attachment, containing a spreadsheet that documents the
amount of time and money
wasted by the CILs.

Page 11

Now go take the exams.
Patrick Oden is a senior in
journalism and history from
Miami, Fla. Comments can
be left at
aggietownsquare.
com.

When the Search is Serious

When it is time to look for that job, that career-type job, check with The UTAH
Statesman Job Finder first. Just go to www.A-Bay-USU.com and look for the job finder
widget, right thre on the right. Start clicking and start the search. Good luck!
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Track team strong at WSU

6

8

By TYREL SKINNER
staff writer

6
4

Great
Summer
Jobs
in California for
the largest
family-owned
pest control
company in the US.
100% commissions
up-front. Gas & cell
phones paid.

Check out
www.clarksummerjobs.com

or call now
877-899-1205
UTAH STATE’S AMBER WHITE drives past a New Mexico State defender during Utah State’s 5655 loss to its fellow Aggies of the WAC . CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Seeing Double:
The Origins of Cloning
Dr. Ken White

Join us
Friday
Jan. 29,
at 7 p.m.
ESLC
Auditorium

www.usu.edu/science/unwrapped
Join our Facebook group

Snow Goose Festival
February 19 - 20, 2010 • Delta, Utah

Wildlife Workshops • Craft Show • Quilt Show • Skeet Shoot

Sat., Feb. 20 - Wild Goose Chase - 5K Run/Walk 10K Run
Call Lorie at (435) 864-4316 for sign up and vendor
information or E-mail: chamber@deltautah.com.
www.deltagoosefestival.info • chamber@deltautah.com

Ag Women: Comeback fails
-continued from page 8
11-7 lead at the 11:45 mark.
The Aggies would
stretch their lead to 10
points, their biggest lead of
the day, 17-7 with 7:22 left
in the first half.
NMSU fought back with
a 7-0 run of its own to cut
the lead down to two points
at 17-15. The crimson
Aggies took the lead with
1:08 left in the first stanza
and entered the locker
room with a 25-22 lead.
New Mexico State kept
the lead all of the second
half, taking as big a lead as
nine points after a pair of
free throws from Lowe gave
the Aggies the 46-37 lead.
With 4:02 remaining in the
game, USU started to fight
back scoring nine of the
next 14 points to cut the

lead down to one, 56-55.
For the game, Utah State
shot 31.6 percent from the
field (18-of-57) and 40 percent from three (6-of-15).
They had their best free
throw shooting night of the
season, shooting 86.7 percent (13-of-15). New Mexico
State shot 20 percent from
the field (18-of-62) and
23.8 percent from three
(5-of-21). NMSU shot 78.9
percent from the free throw
line (15-of-19).
After just one game at
home, USU returns to the
road for a pair of games in
the Gem State next week.
The Aggies take on Idaho
on Wednesday, Jan. 27 at
8 p.m. followed by Boise
State on Saturday, Jan. 30
at 6 p.m.

The USU track and
field team traveled to the
Washington State’s Cougar
Invitational track meet over
the weekend. It was only
the second meet of the year
and the results show the
Aggies are full of potential
for this coming year of
track.
“We had some young
kids and newcomers that
are showing a great deal of
talent and promise,” head
coach Gregg Gensel said.
“I’m really proud of all of
them.”
The Aggies had a total
of 12 top-three finishes,
including two event winners. There were seven college teams competing, and
the men’s and women’s USU
teams came away with a
dual meet record of 4-2.
For the women’s team,
sophomore Jessie Chugg
tabbed a third-place finish
in the mile with a time of
5:05.23, with team member
Erin Stratton finishing a
close fourth with a time
of 5:05.35. Shannon Price
and Lindsey Spencer finished well in the shot put,
placing second and third,
respectively. Senior Jen Day
placed second in the 400meter dash, with a time of
57.90. The Aggie women’s
highlight of the meet came
with the performance of
senior Ashlee Cannon, who
placed first in the preliminary heat and the finals,
crossing the line in the
finals with a time of 8.74
seconds.
The men’s team also
showed many great performances. Junior Clint
Silcock finished well in the
high jump, with a height

of 7-00.25, which was an
NCAA provisional qualifying mark. He finished in
third.
The men’s team was
especially strong in the
throwing events. Spencer
Hall finished third in the
shot put, with a distance of
53-01.50. The Aggie throwers tabbed third, fourth
and fifth place in the
weight throw competition,
led by sophomore Daniel
Cruz with a distance of 5504.75.
Phillip
Noble competed in the heptathlon, placing third with
a score of 4958. He had an
especially strong showing
in the 1000-meter run and
the pole vault, placing first
in both portions of the
seven-event competition. In
the men’s mile run,
Steve Strickland placed
third with a time of
4:15.05. The Aggies performed well in the 3000meter run, with three athletes placing in the top six.
Sophomore Nick Bolinder
came in sixth with a time of
8:51.86, and Daniel Howell
placed third with a time of
8:40.10. Sophomore Brian
McKenna had an excellent
race, with a personal record
of 8:35.37. This tabbed
McKenna a first-place race,
and the Aggies second firstplace win of the day.
“It was a meet where
there were a lot of good
performances and some
great performances, including Clint Silcock with his
NCAA provisional mark in
the high jump, as well as
Ashlee Cannon and Brian
McKenna winning events,”
Gensel said.
USU track and field
will compete at the Bronco
Invitational on Jan. 30 in
Boise, Idaho.

www.a-bay-usu.com

ClassifiedAds

Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.aggietownsquare.com
Please Note Note
Please

E-mails missing? Need a phone number? Check the complete listings at
www.a-bay-usu.com. More information can be found there.
Announcements
Announcements
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4
Complete the grid so that each ring and each pair
of adjacent segments contains the numbers 1 to 8.

FILL A BAG FOR
or Hardcovers $2, Paperbacks $1
and Children’s $1

$7

Jenson Books

1766 S. 400 W.
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6
www.jensonbooksonline.com

Over 25,000 books and more arriving daily!

Cache Valley Particulate Air Pollution
Study Utah State University is seeking volunteers to participate in a Particulate Air
Pollution study. To be eligible, you must
be 18-35 years old, healthy (asthma
ok), and willing to provide small blood
samples during both clean air days and
episodes of high air pollution. You will be
compensated up to $100 for your time.
Call the USU Student Health and Wellness Center at 797-1660 to enroll in this
study.
Textbooks
Textbooks
ENGR 2140 Text for sell
(‘Mechanics of Materials’ 7th ed. Gere,
Goodno; hardcover) I had Strength of
Materials last semester, and already
having the 6th edition, I don’t need to
hang on to the 7th ed. I bought it for
the homework problems, and it is in
like-new condition, with no highlighting
or writing what so ever. The bookstore
wants $112.something for a used one,
but I’ll sell it for $110 cash. I realize that
it’s not too different from the used price
at the bookstore, but keep in mind, the
book store has no more used ones in,
and mine is just an email or phone call
away. Email, call, or text me @ 801-8144516 if you’re interested. If you call, and I
don’t answer, leave me a message, and
I’ll get back to you asap. I will work with
you on a meet time, so you can get it as
quick as possible. Good deal on a hard
to find book!
Calc 1,2,3 Text for sale, also solutions
manual (‘Calculus: Concepts and Contexts’ 3rd ed. Stewart, hardcover) This is
the current text for Calculus courses 13(Multi-variable). It is a used text in good
condition, with no writing or highlighting.
I’m asking $50 cash for it. Also, if you’re
interested, I have the solutions manual

for the multivariable section of the boo
(Chap 10-13 if I remember correctly) tha
I’ll throw in for another $25 cash if yo
want. You don’t have to buy both; Yo
can buy one or the other if you’d like
Both of these prices are lower than th
used prices at the bookstore. It’s a goo
deal for these books, especially whe
you account for the fact that you won
have to wait a couple days for shipping
you buy them online. Email, call, or tex
me if you are interested.

CHEM 1210/1220 Book. $70 Chemistry
The Central Science 10th Ed. Brow
Lemay Bursten ISBN 0131096869 nea
new. call 801-860-6713

Used Books
I have several used Books for Sale. Lik
new, no markings. Very well taken car
of.
Understanding Nutrition 978-0-495-11669
1 $95 OBO Why Painting Is Like a Pizz
978-0-691-09052-8 $10 OBO Busines
English ED 9 978-0-324-36606-8 $8
OBO
Apartments forfor
Rent Rent
Apts.

Female Apartment Contract(s) For Sale
$400 for all of Spring Semester!!! Price
dramatically reduced! Heat Included. In
door Swimming Pool and Jacuzzi! Ther
are 2 contracts for sale for the sam
room; great for 2 friends wanting to liv
together! 4 girls per apartment. 1.5 bath
Townhouse Style Apartment. Located a
590 East Canyon Rd. in Logan. Call 435
764-1806. Willing to negotiate!

Oakridge Women’s Apartment Available.
NEED TO SELL! If you were to rent i
Oakridge today, it would be 1485.00
How about $1000.00 and we pay you
deposit of $215.00!!! That makes
$785.00, $333.00 per month. Its
screaming deal! Oakridge is one of Lo
gan finest student housing communit
They planned everything, so you don
have too. *College is the best time o
your life, make it an unforgettable ex
perience
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Brevity

Reallity check

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

JT & Tea • Joseph Gould •

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535
3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
AT WWWAGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS EASY "E A
PART OF THE !GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
come and live at Oakridge- you deserve
the best! **Amenities Community Amenities Heated swimming pool & Jacuzzi
24/7 FREE laundry facility Game room:
Pool, ping-pong, Big screen TV, Drop
screen Kitchen and more 24/7 Fitness
BBQ’s Basketball and Sandy Volleyball
Courts Apartment Amenities All Private
Bedrooms Free High-Speed Internet
Furnished Bed & Dresser Central Air
Conditioning Large Living Room Garbage Disposal All Utilities Included Free
Cable Desk Couch & Coffee Table Barstools Full Kitchen w/ Microwave Lots of
Storage Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2
Huge LLC Female Private Room - Great
Deal - Negotiable Price I am selling
my contract for Spring Semester for a
Female Large Private Room in Building D of the Living Learning Community
(LLC). This is a fantastic apartment and
I’m sad to let it go but other parts of life
are calling! This private room is huge!
And I’m not joking. Due to construction
errors when they were building the LLC,
the Large Privates in all of the buildings
within 103 are twice as big as the normal Large Privates found throughout the
LLC. The suite itself is great. It comes
with a lovely set of female roommates
who will adore you or leave you alone,
however you wish it! The Living Learning Community is right near Old Main,
the LDS Institute (33rd Ward), and the
Taggart Student Center, making this a

perfect place that is close to classes!
What you’ll be getting: [1] Fast Wired
and Wireless Internet that is all around
USU [2] Free Cable -- Plenty of Channels [3] Great window location [4] Quiet
Study Area and Great Roommates [5]
Huge Room that is practically a house
[6] The Perks of the LLC! [7] It’s on the
First Floor! No elevator wait times or
stairs to climb. [8] Access to the Parking
Terrace RIGHT BELOW YOU. [9] Great
Privacy! [10] Kitchenette Included! Sink,
Microwave, Fridge! [11] Wonderful Social Environment There is no catch. This
is a great deal for those who are looking
for it. I am charging $1400 (the price of
a shared room), but if you are interested
at all... I can be bartered down to a lower
price! Payment will not be upfront either!
Whatever price we end up at, I will split
into thirds and expect a payment every
month or how we set it up. Once the deal
is made however, everything is final.
Care to see? Set up an appointment by
emailing me at kaitlin.grant@aggiemail.
usu.edu ! If you have questions, are
interested, etc, email me also. I look
forward to giving someone this amazing
room. :)
Private Female Room. Built in 2004. New
furniture, carport,laundry, AC, internet,
dishwasher. Large bathrooms and living
area. Gas included. Private bathroom
available. $275/month Call Zsuzsanna
435-757-1269

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• LOVELY BONES* (PG-13)
12:45, 4:00, 6:40, 9:20

• LEGION* (R)

Electronics
Computers & Electronics
Wii Paintball. I have an extra Wii Paintball
game and no Wii. $15 or OBO.
Final Cut Studio 2 - Like New,
Unregistered and Complete We are selling
version 2 of the Final Cut Studio. Everything is included and in great condition.
The software has not been registered.
We are asking $550 for everything... and
lucky for you this price, plus the $299 to
upgrade to version 3, is still $150 dollars
cheaper than if you purchased a brand
new version 3 yourself... AND you will
have both newer and older to work with!
iclicker $30 in good condition. Office in
BNR #5 if you want to check it out.
Computer Tech for hire - free diagnosis
4 years experience with fixing desktops,
laptops, and networks. Free diagnosis.
$20 per hour fee for anything above
diagnosis. Call and ask for Jeremy. 801362-6144
Jewelry
Jewelry
Gold and Diamond Engagement Rings!
I am a current student at USU and a local
business owner, I own The Diamond
Gallery on 45 North Main, Logan Utah.
I offer a substantial discount to all the students because I know how difficult it is
to be a “starving student”. If you come
in to my store just mention my name
(Kathleen) and tell them you are an AGGIE! Also, if you see me on campus say
“HI” and I will give you a free gift on the
spot... :)

12:30, 2:35, 4:40, 6:50, 9:10

• AVATAR* (PG-13) IN DIGITAL 3D
2:15, 5:30, 8:45

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• LEAP YEAR* (PG)

12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20
• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)
1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35
• TOOTH FAIRY* (PG)
12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25

• AVATAR* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:30, 7:45

• PRINCESS & THE FROG* (G)

• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

12:45, 3:45, 6:30, 9:20

• BOOK OF ELI* (R)

12:55, 4:120, 7:05, 9:35

• TOOTH FAIRY* (PG)

12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:15

TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT
DISCOUNT NIGHTS AT UNIVERSITY 6
ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE PRICE
WITH STUDENT ID

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45
• NEW MOON* (PG-13)
• EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES* 4:10, 7:05 Fri/Sat 9:35
(PG) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10
• ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS
• SPY NEXT DOOR* (PG)
(G) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05, 9:05
• EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES
• BOOK OF ELI (R)*
(PG) 4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
12:45, 3:45, 6:50, 9:40
• THE BLIND SIDE (PG-13)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS
4:10, 6:50, Fri/Sat 9:30
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• INVICTUS* (PG-13)
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
• THE SPY NEXT DOOR* (PG)
JANUARY IS CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
MONTH. ALL EXTRA LARGE COMBO $10

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

Old Dogs PG
Daily 5:00, 7:30, 9:35
NO 9:35 on Sunday
Sat 12:30, 2:45

Did You Hear
About The
Morgans PG-13

Fantastic Mr. Fox
PG Daily 4:30
Sat 12:15, 2:15

Invictus PG-13
Daily 7:00, 9:30
NO 9:30 on Sunday

Daily 7:15, 9:50

Planet 51 PG

Cloudy with a
Chance of
Meatballs PG

2010 PG-13

Daily 4:45
Sat 11:45, 2:30

Daily 6:45, 9:40
NO 9:40 on Sunday

Daily 4:15
Sat 12:00, 2:00

Today’s Issue
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Student info

Jan. 25
Tuesday

The Registrar’s Office would
like to remind everyone of the
following dates: Jan. 25 is the
last day to receive 100 percent
refund. Feb. 1 is the last day to
receive 50 percent refund, last
day to add classes, last day to
drop classes, and a Tuition and
Fee Payment is Due.

-Non-Traditional Student Week.
-Depression Screening, TSC Ballroom,
10 a.m.
-Study Abroad Fair, International
Lounge, 10 a.m.
-Movie Night, Cinefour Theatre, 7
p.m.

No overnight parking on Logan
City streets is allowed between
the hours of 1 and 6 a.m.
through the end of February. It
is the responsibility of all Logan
City residents to inform guests
of these restrictions. If you need
assistance, please call us at 435750-0255.

-Non-Traditional Student Week.
-Donuts on the Plaza, 9-11 a.m.

Today is Monday, Jan.
25, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Daniel Scholes, masters
student in engineering,
from Hyrum, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1905, at the Premier
Mine in Pretoria, South
Africa, a 3,106-carat
diamond is discovered
during a routine inspection by the mine’s superintendent. Weighing 1.33
pounds, and christened
the “Cullinan,” it was the
largest diamond ever
found. The Cullinan was
later cut into nine large
stones and about 100
smaller ones, valued at
millions of dollars all told.

You need to know....

Jan. 26

Overnight parking

Study Abroad

Wednesday

Jan. 27

-Non-Traditional Student Week.
-Massages for non-traditional students, TSC 315, 11 a.m.
-Eating workshop, TSC Center Colony
Room, noon.
-Reentry social, TSC, 6 p.m.
-USU Opera Theatre, Caine Lyric
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
-Women’s basketball at Idaho, 8 p.m.

Weather

Study Abroad Fair will be held
Jan. 26 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the TSC International Lounge.
Come learn more about study
abroad options at USU. For more
info visit www.usu.edu/studyabroad.

Comedy Night

Cache Valley Comedy Night
presented by LOL Productions
will be held Feb. 26 from 8-10
p.m. at the Ellen Eccles Theatre.
Compete to be the funniest
person in Cache Valley and
win prizes. It’s free to compete,
contact Dustin at 801-814-8021.
Tickets are on sale now.

Learn rugby

Tuesday’s Weather
High: 32° Low: 17°
Snow showers

Learn the game of rugby. A
rugby clinic will be held Jan. 26,
28 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse. All who are interested are welcome and there is
no cost.

Feeling blue?
USU Depression Screening sponsored by USU Counseling and
Psychological Services will be
held in the TSC Ballroom Jan. 26
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The greek recruitment kickoff BBQ will be held in the TSC
Ballroom on Jan. 25 at 6:30 p.m.
and is free for all students.
Join USU Weight Watchers
at Work. Next session start Jan.
28. Register by Jan. 21 and receive
a free pedometer or Be Well gift.
Meet Thursdays at 11:45 p.m. in
TSC 335. For info call 797-1470 or
visit www.usu.edu/wellness.
USU extension is offering a
series of workshops to strengthen
your marriage and make it better. Workshops will be held on
Jan. 26, and Feb. 2 and 9 at 170
N. Main Street from 7-8:30 p.m.
A light dinner will be served, cost
is $15. For more info phone 7526263.
USU researchers are conducting a study on how to improve
the Web experiences of kids
with disabilities. Please consider joining our efforts. Read the
details at http://webaim.org/projects/steppingstones/invitation.
Slow Food USU chapter meeting and potluck on Jan. 27 at 7
p.m. at the Cache Valley Unitarian
Universalists building. Everyone is
welcome.
The Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held on Jan. 25 and 27
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Institute Cultural Center. FNA
Date Night Olympics will be held
Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. at the Institute.
Religion in Life Devotional will
be Jan. 29 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Cultural Center, the speaker will
be Stan Checketts.
LSAT and GRE Prep Course
will be held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from Jan. 26- Mar. 4.
Register at http://sail2.ext.usu.
edu/lsat/index.cfm. Or for more
info call Melanie Klein at 7970462.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

Prices Effective
January 25-30,
Closed Sunday
2010
STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Check us out on
tplace
facebook.com/leesmarketplace

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

See our website at
leesmarketplace.com

12 pk. 12 oz. Cans or
6 pk. 24 oz. Bottles
Pepsi, 7•up, A&W
& More Select Varieties

Pepsi, 7•up &
A&W Products

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Feb. 2, 2010

FREE
Buy Two Get One

PLU# 9034
Scan Down
With This
Coupon

13.2-16.2 oz. Primo Thin Select Varieties

4 11
¢ $ 49
69 1
¢
79
$
35
¢
79
$ 99
$ 00
1
$

Braeburn or Cameo

Bone-In Asst.

Large
Apples

for

Premium

Gold
Pineapple

Pork
Chops

lb.

lb.

Palermo’s Pizza

Super Saver Pack 80%

Lean
Ground Beef

1

$ 79

lb.

TAW
Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

64 oz. Chilled Asst.
(Excludes Premium)

lb.

Western Family
Orange Juice

for

Juicy Sweet

Minneola
Tangelos

Shur SavingAsst.

lb.

35
$

for

2

Chili
Con Carne

93

¢

16 oz.
Regular or Fat Free

Taco Bell
Refried Beans

68

¢

8 Rolls Paper Towels
or 12 Rolls Bath Tissue

Western Family
4 oz. Diced or Whole

Bounty or Charmin
Basics

Green Chiles

47

¢

5

$

13.2-16.2 oz. Primo Thin
Select Varieties

99

14-20 oz.
Select Varieties

Palermo’s
Pizza

3

Stouffer’s

Western Family 15 oz.
With Beans Asst.

7.75-11.12 oz.

Fritos or
Cheetos

$

Gallon
Milk

6-6.62 oz.
Flat Bread, Panni or
Stromboli or
8.88-20 oz. Classics or
Chicken Pot Pies

00
With In-Ad Coupon
3 for $13.50 Without

Kellogg’s
Cereal

3 8
$

for

Meadow Gold
48 oz. Asst.

Ice Cream

2

$

48

Tostitos Chips
9.5-13 oz., Tostitos Dips 1515.75 oz., Lay’s 8.5 oz.
Kettle Chips or
10.5-12 oz. Regular

Potato Chips

2 6
$

for

12 Pack
12 oz. Cans Asst.

Shasta
Soda Pop

1

$ 99
162-182 Gram Asst.
(Excludes Fat Free)

Pringles

1

$ 49
Western Family
5.5 oz. Spirals or
7.25 oz. Original

20 oz. Loaf Soft & Smooth Classic
White or Heart Healthy Classic
100% Whole Wheat

Macaroni &
Cheese

39

¢

Sara Lee Bread

(Case of 24-$9.36)

Kraft 4 pk. 7.25 oz.

Macaroni &
Cheese

2

$

150

$

88

Western Family
15.5 oz.

Pork & Beans

59¢

(Case of 24-$14.16)

